Underlying Policy - Nirmala Vidya
All data on this site is derived exclusively from those recordings that have been made, over the years… of
lectures and other talks, given sometimes quite informally, by our beloved Mother, Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi.
No other source is used or consulted… not even any of the many transcripts that exist… nor any other written
source, save those words penned by Her Holiness Herself… and then only if in Her own handwriting… simply
because it has been found that errors and inaccuracies are not uncommon. Perhaps for this reason, very few
references are included to Her own book, ‘Meta Modern Era’.
No detail is included, unless a ‘tape recording’ is on hand to substantiate the authenticity of that which is
written herein. No other ‘authority’ is consulted… as it is implicit in the fundamental understanding of these
pages… that there is no authority higher than She, Her Holiness Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi, in any sphere of life…
from whom indeed all of creation emanates… from whom all knowledge derives… whether it be of the Cosmic
Consciousness itself… of Parabrahma… or of the Powers that She Herself creates… or of that which is the most
mundane, the ‘cement’ which holds together the material things of our lives. It therefore follows that no matter
how well known a fact may be in Sahaja Yoga, it will not find a place here unless and until it is ‘found’ on tape.
Here it is, that those who visit this site may be of enormous help – if you know of any tape-recording anywhere,
where any such ‘missing information’ is to be found, please do communicate it to the compiler of these notes… so
that they may be included in any future updates.
It is sincerely hoped that you will find here at least some benefit… to help bring Sahaja Yoga, deeper into each
of our lives, as well as into the lives of the ‘so many’ who so far… have not yet found their salvation in
Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi.
The site is as yet in it’s infancy… please be patient… with all your help, may it grow into a giant…
to help Shri Mataji in the Realisation of
Her Vision

